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Abstract

can be the subject and object relating to a given
verb, in conjunction with the verb’s lemma (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008).
If one only wants to include events involving a
single character in a story, it is necessary to consider only those predicates with arguments coreferring to the character. The narrative coherence
assumption says that “verbs sharing coreferring arguments are semantically connected by virtue of
narrative discourse structure” (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008). Verbs connected in this way are, under
the assumption, considered to be part of the same
so-called narrative chain (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008). Previous work has focused on finding chains
as representations of narratives in short documents,
combining individual narrative chains, each focused on one character, into a schema involving
multiple chains and thereby multiple characters
(Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009). While the overall
narrative in a long document could be regarded as
a large schema, a variety of sub-schemas exists describing each scene using individual events. As a
result, a typical document in our domain contains
multiple schemas.
Figure 1 illustrates a potential separation of an
event sequence into schemas. For each event EnC
in any given text we know, based on coreference
resolution, which entities C are involved with it
(i.e.: occur as its arguments). Intuitively a separation boundary is preferably found between nonconnected events. The verbs “leaving” and “arriving”, for example, are strongly connected events;
we expect them to often appear in sequence. After
modeling the likelihood of different events occurring in sequence, we can calculate the model’s perplexity with regard to a specific event and use this
information for the separation of chains. Even in
our simple example (Fig. 1) it is not clear where
exactly to place separations, E7 could, for example,
form a social gathering schema with E5 and E6
instead of a separate transportation schema.

In this thesis proposal, we explore event extraction and event representation on literary texts.
Due to its variety of genres and varying document length, literature is a challenging domain, yet the representation of literary content has received relatively little attention. As
most individual events contribute little to the
overall semantics of literary documents, we
model events at different granularities. On the
conceptual level, we adapt the previous definition of schemas as sequences of events, all
describing a single process connected through
shared participants, and extend the notion to
allow modeling a document’s content using sequences of schemas. Technically, the segmentation of event sequences into schemas is approached by modeling such sequences, making use of the narrative cloze task, which is the
prediction of masked events in event sequence
contexts. We propose building on sequences
of event embeddings to form schema representations, thereby summarizing sections of documents using a fixed-size representation. This
approach will give rise to comparisons of sections such as chapters up to the comparison
of entire literary works on the level of their
schema structure, paving the way to a computational approach to quantitative literary research.

1

Introduction

Events generally describe any change of state
(Hogenboom et al., 2016) and are often used in
information extraction scenarios (Gaizauskas and
Wilks, 1998; Niklaus et al., 2018). The modeling
of sequences of events has the potential of aiding
literary scientists in understanding narrative patterns and devices. Determining which events in a
narrative are crucial is challenging and relates to
a variety of related tasks, such as summarization,
comparison, or even story generation. Understanding the contexts of an event requires modeling its
arguments and semantics. A simple representation
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by FrameNet but occurring in the evaluation data
they map uncovered verbs to existing ones using
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
Our proposal is closely related to QasemiZadeh
et al. (2019), who introduce a shared task for unsupervised frame induction. Unlike the FrameNet
dataset, they only provide frame annotations for
verbs.

Bob enters the store.
He picks up some milk.
After he pays for it he
leaves in his car.
Bob arrives home.
Alice visits him.
They watch a movie.
Alice drives home.
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Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) worked on learning narrative chains, sequences of events sharing a
common protagonist. They operate on news data,
introducing the narrative cloze task (the task of,
given its surrounding events, predicting an event in
a narrative chain). Chambers and Jurafsky (2009)
extend the concept of narrative chains to narrative
schemas, which involve more than one character
and capture the interactions of different chains. Our
approach is an extension of this work in that we
aim to extract multiple schemas from a single long
document. We assume that a document contains
the descriptions of multiple processes or scenarios
where each forms a schema.
Distinguishing real from generated event chains
has been used in discriminative setups for story generation. Goldfarb-Tarrant et al. (2020) use event
sequences as a building block to allow language
models to generate globally consistent stories based
on short prompts. Their model is trained to discern
shuffled event sequences (using different shuffling
strategies) from real ones. Guan et al. (2020) generate common-sense stories based on external knowledge bases. To our knowledge, no existing event
modeling literature operates on longer chains of
events as found in the domain of long-form literature.
Our approach is closely related to the one by
Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) and Chambers and
Jurafsky (2009), extending their approach to use
vector representations over verb forms and to the
operation on longer texts with multiple schemas.

{A}

E7

Figure 1: One possible separation of the events into
four schemas splits the event up into a shopping, a
transportation, a social gathering, and another transportation schema.

2
2.1

Related Work
Event Processing

The detection of events has mostly focused on domains outside of literature, such as news (Doddington et al., 2004; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008).
More recently, Sims et al. (2019) created a new
dataset of annotated literary texts.
2.2

Event Sequences

Semantic Frame Induction

Semantic frames, in the context of FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998), are definitions of word senses
where each sense can be evoked by multiple different words. The “Commerce_buy” frame, for example, can be evoked by the verbs “buy”, “aquire”
and “purchase”, among others. FrameNet is an
annotated dataset, marking for each predicate the
frame that it evokes. A German frame resource
called SALSA (Burchardt et al., 2006) builds on
the frame lexicon provided by FrameNet.
The induction of specific frames has received
much attention (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2000; Das
et al., 2014). Generally, frame-semantic parsing is
split into two sub-tasks of relevance to us: (i) target detection, the discovery of predicates evoking
frames, and (ii) frame induction, the classification
tasks of deciding which frame a predicate evokes
(Das et al., 2014, p. 19). For the SemEval-2007
shared task (Pradhan et al., 2007), the work by Johansson and Nugues (2007) relies on the FrameNet
lexicon specifying all possible frames for a predicate, with their model only deciding between the
defined options. To handle predicates not covered

2.4

Coreference Resolution

Coreference resolution is the task of identifying
spans of text referring to the same entity within
a document. Spans of text that refer to an entity
are called mentions, in the sentence “[Alice] got
up to greet [her] friend.”, for example, both “Alice” and “her” refer to the same entity. The output
of a coreference system is a set of mentions for
each entity in the text. With the recent success of
33

contextual embedding based coreference resolution
approaches (Xu and Choi, 2020; Joshi et al., 2019,
2020) and its adaptation to longer documents on English data (Xia et al., 2020; Toshniwal et al., 2020),
it seems possible that learning-based approaches
could outperform rule-based ones, even on documents the length of entire novels. For English, the
CoNLL-2012 shared task, based on the OntoNotes
5.0 dataset, is universally used for evaluation (Pradhan et al., 2012). The improvement in performance
on this task in the recent past has largely been attributed to the improvements in underlying embeddings (Xu and Choi, 2020). Existing approaches
on German news-domain data (Roesiger and Kuhn,
2016) are based on rule-based systems.
LitBank (Bamman et al., 2020) is a dataset of
English novels with coreference annotations. Recent approaches by Xia et al. (2020) and Toshniwal et al. (2020) have evaluated their approach on
this dataset. Krug et al. (2015) have approached
the domain of German literature using rule-based
coreference resolution. They point out issues with
machine learning approaches, namely the fact that
literary text is very different from the news data
usually used for training, and provide a corpus for
evaluation (Krug et al., 2018). The availability and
quality of pre-trained embeddings as well as the
absence of very large annotated German literary
datasets are hindrances to applying state-of-theart English approaches. Recently neural networks,
however, have been found to perform similarly to
rule-based approaches in our domain, with weaknesses in global consistency (Krug, 2020, chap. 8).

3

ing semantic distances between each other, which
we hope can be represented by vector space distances. The approach will be evaluated on existing
semantic frame resources as well as regarding their
contribution towards schemas.
RQ 2: How can schemas be represented?
Through the use of sequence models, we will attempt to find semantically related sequences of
events. This may mean finding common-sense
event sequences. For example “take cart” – “take
fruit” – “queue up” – “pay” clearly is a sequence
of events typical for grocery shopping, even though
no individual event is uniquely indicative of grocery shopping. In this way, we may find semantic
structures in texts that only emerge from the combination of several events.
We will experiment with different approaches
to transforming sequences of events into schema
representations. A simple approach may be averaging of event representations; more advanced
approaches involving neural sequence models are
also to be explored.
RQ 3: Which role does coreference play in
schema representations? Coreference allows us
to resolve the arguments of frames to their entities. Predicates that share corefering arguments
may, depending on the segmentation, be part of
the same schema. Entities will be chosen based on
their prevalence, only entities with multiple occurrences are of interest. As a result, all predicates
not involved with entities of interest are discarded
immediately; this is an implied filtering step removing many predicates that do not constitute events.
Descriptions of scenery for example would usually
be discarded in such a scenario. The evaluation
of coreference resolution can be performed on existing datasets. Literary datasets generally only
annotate characters, rather than all entities.
It is conceivable that representation learning on
events in text order may, in our case, be an appropriate replacement for coreference resolution. In
this case, the presence of multiple events in proximity would be modeled rather than an explicit
interaction. Initial filtering of non-event predicates
is, in this case, required to not include predicates
irrelevant to the story at large.
RQ 4: How can event and schema representations be adapted to literary works. We hypothesize to encounter the following challenges in our
approach to literary works: document length, vocabulary mismatch with pre-trained models, and

Research Questions

Generally, the proposed thesis seeks to model
broader narratives by building up from single
events. We aim to build two-layered models,
building from events to schemas by segmenting
chains of events into semantically related subchains. Those sub-chains sharing coreferring arguments form what we call a schema. Over a simple
sequence model of events, this has the potential
benefits of allowing for human analysis and simplifying comparisons between multiple texts.
RQ 1: How can events be represented? We
approach the detection of events by processing verb
occurrences. We aim to make use of dense vector
representations of frames instead of using discrete
frames. This is motivated by coverage concerns as
well as the intuitive insight that frames have vary34

a diversity of domains (i.e.: different literary genres). To address these, we will explore the role of
segmentation for processing documents in sections,
the viability of incremental processing, and the
role of pre-training and unsupervised fine-tuning.
Aside from intrinsic evaluations of schemas based
on their similarity and predicates based on them
constituting events, we plan to derive summaries
from the schema structure and compare them to
human-generated summaries in literary lexicons
(e.g. Arnold, 2009).

sources into two categories, expecting both to occur
with our data: (i) missing frames where, as pointed
out by Yong and Torrent (2020), some semantics
may not be covered, and (ii) missing lexical units
where not-before-seen verbs evoke known frames.

While previous work by Yong and Torrent (2020)
addressed missing frame coverage concerns by generating new frames, our approach does not necessitate discrete frame representations, rather we see
multiple potential benefits to using continuous rep4 Methodology
resentations instead. Vector representations for different frames may model their semantic distances,
From the research questions, two immediate direcdifferent frames of communication such as “Statetions emerge: event extraction, including coreferment” and “Reporting”, for example, are relatively
ence, and event representations. Later in the reclosely related. Further, continuous representations
search process, we plan to build two-layer models
may cover gradual distinctions between frames.
transforming sequences of events into schemas.
The lexical unit “say” will typically evoke the
“Statement”
frame, while the verb “scream” will
4.1 Datasets
evoke the “Communication_noise” frame; gradual
We operate on historical German literature in the
decisions could be made as to which frame the exform of the d-Prose dataset (Gius et al., 2020). ample “she spoke loudly” should evoke. Lastly,
Event annotations will, in cooperation with liter- continuous representations are a good fit for proary scientists, be created on a small subset of this
cessing neural models, no additional embedding
data. In this subset, all verbs will be annotated, layer is needed.
indicated whether or not they represent an event.
For any verb that does represent an event, a set of
binary features will be recorded, indicating several
Our initial approach mirrors the one described as
binary features based on concepts from narratology “Bottom-up Prototype” by Sikos and Padó (2019).
(Schmid, 2014). These features capture such crite- In this approach, for each frame, the average vector
ria as reversibility, unexpectedness, and relevance
representation of all training examples is computed,
of events.
with the resulting centroid representing the entire
frame. With this approach, using BERT-based em4.2 Frame Identification for Event
beddings, assigning frames based on the closest
Representation
centroid embedding, (Devlin et al., 2019) we only
Initially, we assume each verb to evoke a frame and
barely reached double-digit results (in terms of
to represent an event, thereby addressing target de- frame classification F1-score) without lexical unit
tection using a parser-based heuristic. One notable
filtering while predicting German SALSA frames.
exception, to the assumption of all verbs evoking
These current results are not comparable with exframes, is stative verbs, “Water is cold” does not
isting ones that we are aware of but we will make
describe an event. Other cases such as inductive
sure to apply our approach to existing datasets (e.g.
generalizations like “Metal expands in the heat” Pradhan et al., 2007) in the future to facilitate comare more difficult to handle and may require ma- parisons. To retain the wider applicability of our
chine learning approaches. Our initial approaches
embeddings, while improving results, we decided
will only rely on the text order of events; we choose
to use an approach similar to the “Bottom-up plus
not to apply temporal ordering approaches (Mir- Top-down Prototype” one taken by QasemiZadeh
roshandel et al., 2009; Mostafazadeh et al., 2016).
et al. (2019). We train a BERT network to decide
Concerns over insufficient coverage in the frame
if a pair of lexical units in their contexts evoke the
annotation data are motivated by an assumed di- same frame. Unlike QasemiZadeh et al. (2019), we
verse vocabulary in the domain of German litera- rely on embedding similarity to frame centroids at
ture. We separate coverage issues with frame re- evaluation time.
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Model Name

Max F1-Score

bert-german
bert-dbmdz
multilingual-bert
bert-electra
IMS HotCoref DE1

2016). Our preliminary results show that the existing approach by Xu and Choi (2020) adapts well to
German data, out-performing previous rule-based
systems. We attribute this clear improvement over
the current state of the art mostly to the improvements in word embeddings; previous approaches
on German data have not made use of transformerbased models. Comparisons with English provide
limited insight due to the difference in datasets.
In our context tuning coreference systems for
precision could be an option, but it remains to be
seen how this would affect overall performance.

71.73
72.71
73.36
75.86
48.54

Table 1: Preliminary F1 scores for German coreference
resolution on the TüBa-D/Z 10 validation set for different underlying embeddings using early stopping, with
previous results listed for comparison.

4.3

Coreference Resolution
4.4

Coreference resolution is required to extract chains
of events sharing a specific entity. Our initial results are promising, showing that current neural approaches using modern embeddings perform very
well on German data.
In the experiments we present in this proposal,
we train and evaluate German coreference models on the TüBa-D/Z dataset (Telljohann et al.,
2004), adapting English approaches that are trained
on OntoNotes (Pradhan and Ramshaw, 2017).
We intend to train and evaluate further on the
DROC (Krug et al., 2018) and DraCor (Pagel and
Reiter, 2020) datasets adapting our models to perform character based coreference resolution. In
the context of event extraction, the focus on characters could benefit us by irrelevant events being
discarded, on the other hand, the removal of noncharacter related events relevant to the plot (e.g.:
an earthquake) could be detrimental.
Table 1 shows our best results for each model on
the validation set (with which early stopping is performed). All models were tested in their base variant. We use the training, validation, and test splits
suggested by Roesiger and Kuhn (2016). Multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) performs about
on par with the two older German models but is
outperformed by the more recently released Electra
model2 .
On the test set, our approach also performs well,
reaching an F1 score of 75.44 using the evaluation
script by Pradhan et al. (2014). Existing German
results on the same data, using the same prediction
setup (i.e. without using gold mentions), reach a
maximum F1 score of 48.54 (Roesiger and Kuhn,

Narrative Schemas

As mentioned in Section 1, as a first step a schema
segmentation needs to be performed. From surfacelevel features (like paragraphs) to content-based
ones (like perplexity of event sequence models),
we will openly explore different approaches. The
evaluation of segmentations will pose a challenge,
due to the lack of evaluation data; we will start
with manual evaluation, potentially extending it to
metric-based evaluation later on. There is also the
issue of unclear definitions of schema boundaries,
it is not clear, for example, if a social gathering
schema should contain events for transportation to
said social gathering (recall the example in Figure 1).
When considering the document from the perspective of an entity e, we get a sequence of events
{e,...}
{e,...}
E0
through En
where each ellipsis in the
superscript may represent any number of additional
entities involved with the event. Splitting event
chains from each entities’ perspective (based on,
for example, a sequence model’s perplexity) could
be a suitable first step in creating schemas, resulting in a set of event chains for each entity. The
second step would then unify all event chains sharing common events into schemas. Taking a more
global approach involving all events in sequence,
in conjunction with the entities related to them will
also be considered.
After segmentation, each individual chain will
be processed into a single fixed-size vector representation. We intend to evaluate the naïve approach
of averaging event representations. Sequence models, such as LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997), will also be evaluated, training them on the
narrative cloze task we hope to use their state vectors as representations for schemas. Such schema
vectors would, ideally, be close, in vector space,

1

Result from Roesiger and Kuhn (2016)
https://huggingface.
co/german-nlp-group/
electra-base-german-uncased
2
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to semantically similar schemas. Due to the presumed length of event sequences, we will focus
on recurrent models that allow for arbitrary input
sizes.

5

Linguistics and 17th International Conference on
Computational Linguistics, Volume 1, pages 86–90,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Association for Computational Linguistics.
David Bamman, Olivia Lewke, and Anya Mansoor.
2020. An annotated dataset of coreference in English literature. In Proceedings of the 12th Language Resources and Evaluation Conference, pages
44–54, Marseille, France. European Language Resources Association.

Conclusion

We proposed segmenting chains of events to form
multiple schemas in long documents, mentioning
different approaches to the representation of events
and to their segmentation. Further, we discussed
the options for representing schemas to allow for
their analysis and thereby the comparison of different documents. An open question for us is if the
two-layer approach to schemas and events is sufficient, if needed a hierarchical approach involving
levels of schemas will be considered.
As part of the event extraction process in this
thesis, work on both semantic frame induction and
coreference resolution for German language content will be advanced. The representation of events
using continuous frame embeddings is a new approach in the domain of information extraction.
Specifics of sequence modeling and feature
learning on events are vague, iterations on the proposed concepts are planned. The open question of
how exactly schemas boundaries are to be defined
still needs to be explored.
We intend to help enable the computational analysis of literary texts. Schema representations may
be used for finding previously hard to find similarities in different documents, whereas event features
can be used to identify events that are important
to the narrative. Statistical and machine-learningbased approaches to event modeling will advance
the understanding of events in a domain that yet
received relatively little attention.
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